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A Gala Performance. Tuesday June 10, 1958 [Silk
Playbill] . Tuesday June 10, 1958. Broadside. 11 3/4 x
20" Silk with tassled borders, with handles bearing
shields of Royal Opera House. Fine condition. Red, blue
and gold circular holder, printed in red. Presentation
programme of the gala perfrormance in celebration of the
Centenary of the Royal Opera House Covent Garden.
Original circular gift box.

Silk playbill for the opening of the Royal Opera
House

Includes overture from Oberon (Rafael Kubelik), airs
from the Bohemian Girl (Joan Sutherland ), The Trojans
(Blanche Thebom), I Puritani (Maria Callas), Peter
Grimes, Aida and dancing choreographed by Fredrick
Ashton with Margot Fonteyn, Nadia Narina etc. The
playbill was given to one of the singers in this gala.

$650

1
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(fireworks) Grande description de la fête superbe du
feu d'artifice et des illuminations, Le. La grande
description de la fête superbe du feu d'artifice et des
illuminations de M. le duc d'Ossonne, pour l'heureuse
arrivée de l'Infante Reine à Paris.[Paris.] De l'impr. de la
V. Grou, ruë de la Vieille Bouclerie, à l'Image S. Jacques.
[1722].

4to. Modern wrappers.  4p including permis dimprimer,
19 Mars 1722 signed “De Baudry.”  Uncut.  Description
of the fireworks, designed  by Mr. Berin (Dessinateur
ordinaire du Cabinet du Roy, & Inventeur des
Illuminations merveilleuses),  for the entry into Paris of
Louise d’Orléans (1709-1742), wife of Luis I, Spanish
Infante (1707-1724).

Some copies, not this one, contain an engraving of the
floating Temple of Hymen on the Seine opposite the
Queen’s apartment in the Louvre. See
WatanabeO’Kelly, Simon  #2014-2015.

$500

2
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(fireworks). Description des magnificences
et feux de joye. faits à Paris le 28 juillet 1649

par l'illustrissime... monseigneur l'ambassadeur

de la sérénissime République de Venise auprès de

sa majesté très chrestienne pour la grande

victoire navale obtenue contre l'armée

turquesque en Asie, consistant en la déroute &

perte generale de ladite armee, & de Sept mil

hommes Turcs de tuez.  Paris : par A. Estienne,

1649.Watanabe-O’Kelley#1794. Quarto. 19th

century wrappers.. Leaf of title, verso blank, 2p la

Royalle Ville de Paris, 3p relation, 3p poetry in

French, Italian, Greek, leaf of blank. Collation; 1l,

A1, B-C2. Clean copy, a few stains

This is a  detailed  description of the fireworks in

Paris along the Seing to celebrate the Venetian

victory over the Turks in 1649 in the Bay of Smyrna.

$500

3
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[Three musical works bound in one: two opera scores
by Stephen Storace and Samuel Arnold, one music
method by J. Danby]. Oblong quarto. Contemporary
marbled boards, leather back. Spine very worn, paper
boards worn away. Internally very clean. (London:
1790s).

Storace, Stephen. The Pirates, an Opera in Three Acts,
(1792?).

Arnold, Samuel. The Children in the Wood, 1792

Arnold, Samuel. The Children in the Wood. A comic
opera, 1793

Danby, John, 1757-1798. La guida alla musica vocale,
containing various progressive examples & duetts.
Calculated for the use of beginners, 1787

$750
http://www.abaa.org/books/363515309.html

Full Description:

4

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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(ballets russes) Diaghilev. The Sleeping
Princess. Souvenir [program].

Diaghilev. The Sleeping Princess. Souvenir

[program]. Alhambra Theater. (London: Diaghlev)

1921. Quarto.  9 ½” x 12".  28p, plus covers in gold

and silver,  dust soiled, with original silk ties.  The

deluxe program for the first performance of Sleeping

Princess/la belle au bois dormant. Ballet in five

scenes, music by P. Tchaikovsky, with prelude and

Aurora’s Variation in scene II by Igor Stravinsky.

Choreography by Marius Petipa.

With page borders red and green. Story of the ballet

and of “Tchaikovsky at the Rusian Ballet” by Leon

Bakst.  Color reproduction of the characters and

their  costumes and double page centerfold of the

sets for the castel [sic]  in the forest. Cast list for

each of the five scenes. Ads.

$500

5
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Bens, Jacques (1931-2001). . Le pain perdu.

eaux-fortes originales de Proszynska
Publication: [S.l.]: [s. n.], impr. 1980 Paris,
Aux dépens d'un Amateur, 1980. Copy #41
on Arches with etchings by Annie
Proszynska numbered and signed : Entire
edition 65 copies:1 special copy.  19 with
two suites of the 20 engravings; 40 with a
signed engraving, as this; 5 marked H.C.
All copies signed by artist and author.

Sm oblong quarto ( 9 1/4" x 6"). Original
wrappers. Unbound, folded prints in
accordion style with 20 engravings and text
on adjacent pages some engravings printed
in relief, some onlaid. Fine copy in original
slipcase and box.

$500

6
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Blow,  John (Marie Laurencin, designer).  . Venus
and Adonis. Venus and Adonis by John

Blow (English composer 1649-1708). (Paris:

L'Oiseau Lyre chez. Louise B.M. Dyer, 1939) #57 of

350. Three items consisting of musical score (95p);

(2) musical 5 parts for ensemble of instruments; (3)

Album of prints in color of costumes by Marie

Laurencin.

Quarto. 10 ½ x 12 ½".  The original 1682 work by

Blow was called a masque for the entertainment of

the king, but the music follows the form on an opera

based on the French style of Lully consisting here of

an overture, a prologue and three acts. The libretto is

anonymous or the author’s name is lost. The music

comes from B.M. Add. Mss 22100

$750
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Venus.pdf

Full Description:

7

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Boissy, Louis de (1694-1758). Francois a Londres (Le),
comedie. Utrecht: E. Neaulme, 1758. 4to. 35pp.
Contemporary cloth board, with "D - G" gilt on front
cover. "B" inked on spine, and title inked on front side of
spine, slightly rubbed off. Title also inked in old hand on
inside back cover. Covers slightly rubbed and soiled, and
one small chip to spine. Light foxing.

$650

8
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Cerrito, Fanny. (Mad'lle Fanny Cerrito, of Her
Majesty's Theatre)Fanny  Cerrito at Her Majesty’s
Theatre. In her costume for La Cachucha which she
first danced in Vienna in 1841. London: John Mitchell,
publisher to Her Majesty, 33 Old Bond     March 1, 1844.
(Plate size:  30.5  x 22.9cm. 9 5/8" x 12 1/2"). Trimmed
to  half-inch margins all around, with loss of publisher's
legend at bottom margin. Window mounted.

A rare  mezzotint, richly printed in blacks (most
Romantic ballet prints were lithographs).

Francesca "Fanny" Cerrito (11 May 1817 – 6 May 1909)
was an Italian ballet dancer and choreographer. Noted for
the brilliance, strength, and vivacity of her dancing, she
was also one of the few women in the 19th century to be
recognized for her talent as a choreographer.

$850
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/cerrito.pdf

Full Description:

9

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Chatellain,  J. C. Vital. Allocution pour la
Cérémonie du Pallium de Monseigneur
Leray.... Archevêque de La Nouvelle-Orléans,

prononcée à la Cathédrale le 25 janvier 1885.

Nouvelle-Orléans, Impr. du Propagateur Catholique,

No 66 Rue de Chartres, [1885].  Contemporary half

red morocco and marbled boards, spine with black

leather label printed in gilt, with oak leaf ornaments.

Original front wrapper printed in blue, bearing

printed  title  bound in.   Leaf of title verso blank;

leaf of blank;  Allocution  pp(1)-13, Leaf of blank.

Occasional very light foxing, vertical fold.  Very

good copy.  Rare not located in OCLC

Speaking in French and in Latin, Vital-Chatellain

discusses the origins and importance of the Pallium.

In fascinating asides, he also mentions the difficulty

of the “rudes et fructueux travaux” of arriving in

New  Orleans “cette belle portion” du Nouveau

monde” with its “génie de l’Amérique” and its

rivers and forests.  He also mentions the World's

Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition held in

New Orleans (1884-1885) as a sign of the

significance of the City

Francis Xavier Leray,  on the death of Archbishop

Napoléon-Joseph Perché,  became  the third

Archbishop of New Orleans on December 28, 1883,

the second-oldest diocese in the present-day United

States.  He received the pallium*  from Cardinal

James Gibbons in January 1884.  Allocution pour la

Cérémonie   prints the text of the speech given  by J.

C. Vital  Chatellain (*2)  which was read at the New
$800

http://www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/pallium.pdf
Full Description:

10

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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(Craig, E. Gordon)  Bertotti, Scamozzi, Ottavio (1719
-1790). L'origine dell' Accademia Olimpica di Vicenza
con una breve descrizione del suo teatro. Vicenza:
Mosca, 1822. 2nd ed. Venice. Octavo. Original stitched
wrappers. Some Staining. (a) - (b)8; 31, (1) pp. Four
folding engraved plates (230 x 360 mm.). Inscribed and
signed by Edward Gordon Craig “A rare little book
for birthday.” (1957).

An architectural essay on the Accademia Olimpica and
its theater, with four folding engravings of the theater.
The theater of the Accademia Olimpica was begun in
1580 by Andrea Palladio (1508?-1580), who died during
construction, and finished by his son Scilla in 1584,
while sets were designed by the great Venetian architect
Vincenza Scamozzi (1552-1616).

$850
http://www.abaa.org/books/330259922.html

Full Description:

11

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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(Craig, E. Gordon).  Campardon, Émile, 1837
-1915. Madame de Pompadour et la cour
de Louis XV. (Craig, E. Gordon).  Campardon,
Émile, 1837-1915. Madame de Pompadour et la
cour de Louis XV au milieu du dix-huitième
siècle: Ouvrage suivi du Catalogue des
tableaux originaux, des dessins et miniatures
vendus après la mort de Madame de
Pompadour, du Catalogue des objets d'art et
de curiosité du marquis de Marigny, et de
documents entièrement inédits sur le théatre
des petits cabinets, avec un portrait gravé
d'après le pastel de La Tour et le fac-simile
d'une lettre. Paris, France : Henri Plon,  1867.

Spine  lettered by E. Gordon
Craig
Books lettered on the spine similar to this are
known especially from the period of 1913-1914
while Craig was in Florence, operating the School
for the Art of the Theatre at the Arena Goldoni.
Most similar  books from this period are thought
to have been  rebound by a local binder and then
lettered by either E. Gordon Craig or his son
Edward Arthur Craig  who was his father’s
assistance in Florence until 1929.

A note in Edward Gordon’s hand, on the inside of
the rear original wrapper, dates  the book from
1933 Paris indicating that he lettered the spine
himself, since his son was no longer in Florence.
(see full description).

$800
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/craig_pompadour.pdf

Full Description:

12

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Craig, Edward Gordon.  A Production. Being Thirty
Two Collotype Plates  of  Designs Projected or Realized
for The Pretenders of Henrik Ibsen and Produced at the
Royal Theatre Copenhagen 1926 by Edward   Gordon
Craig. London:Oxford University  Press, 1930.  First
edition.   (Total edition 605: 500 regular copies as this,
105 signed and numbered by Craig ) F&R A32(a). Large
folio, (20 1/4" x 15 1/4").  Red cloth with gilt design and
title. Spine crown and heel frayed edges worn. Very
good. (text fine).

These 32 beautiful theatrical  designs, eleven in color, are
the best contemporary  record of the Craig version of the
Ibsen's play. Craig was invited to design this production
for the Danish Royal Theatre in 1926  The Pretenders is
considered second in importance only to the Moscow
Hamlet

$500

13
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Craig, Edward Gordon. The Windmill. Waiting for
the Marchioness. Craig, Edward Gordon.  The

Windmill.  Waiting for the Marchioness.  (1899).

Gordon Craig.  Wood engraving (5" x 7 3/4") on

thin paper, with a bit of hand-coloring.  Mounted on

board and signed "Gordon Craig" with a note in

his hand "3rd proof".  Margins, board mounting

somewhat darkened, edges chipped. Print has slight

chipping along left margin, otherwise in excellent

condition

from  The Print-collector's Quarterly, Volume 9

“The now famous woodcut, the large cut of Waiting

for the Marchioness...will probably remain one of

the most sought-after examples of Gordon Craig's

masterpieces on wood. Its superb spacing, its sense

of skv and atmosphere, its grip of character, and its

satisfying arrangement were a revelation to us all;

and when one tries to discover the wizardry of it one

is astonished at the restraint and absolute simplicity

of the means employed to arouse the impression in

our senses. Its indebtedness to James Pryde is

obvious; but we have qualities in it that are owed to

none and were inspired by none.

Ref:   The Print-collector's Quarterly, Fitz Roy

Carrington, Campbell Dodgson, Georges Derry,

Alfred Fowler, A. H. Stubbs, John H. Bender,

William Edwin Rudge Frederick Keppel &

Company, 1921

$750

14
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Dancourt, Florent Carton (1661-1725). Les vendanges,
comedie. Paris: Chez Thomas Guillain, a la descente du
Pont-Neuf, pres les Augustins, a l'image S. Louis., 1694.
Original edition. (Soleinne 1496). 8vo. Modern wrappers.

The play was completed on October 1, 1691, too late for
performance during the vintage season. Like l'Opera de
village, this is a comedyvaudeville with much patois of
peasant customs and speech. Charming and light, the
playwas given 17 times in 1694 and twice the next year.
The play had music

by Grandval (not published in the libretto). Another play
on wine vintages Les vendanges de Suresne comedy in 1
act, in prose, based on Du Ryer's play of the same name
and with a divertissement with music by J.C. Gillier was
first performed at the Théâtre- François, Paris, 15
October 1695. It was not published until 1700 A Paris
Chez Pierre Ribou,

Florent Carton Dancour (known as Sieur d’Ancourt)
(1661-1725) was born at Fontainebleau to a wealthy
family and trained as a lawyer. Dancourt married an
actress, Francois Lenoir de la Thorilliere, then devoted
himself to the theatre, winning great acclaim as an actor,
especially as Alceste in Moliere's Le Misanthrope.
Turning to playwriting , his plays concern problems of
the impoverished nobility and the social climbing middle
classes. He also, as in Les vendanges, depicts the loves
and intrigues of village life. He wrote over sixty
comedies and ballets. Vanbrugh’s The Confederacy is
adapted from Dancourt's Les bourgeoises a la mode.

$850
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Dancourt.pdf

Full Description:

15

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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Diaghilev. Ballets Russes . Le Triomphe de
Neptune. Diaghilev. [ Program].  For  28 Mai

Le Triomphe de Neptune, music by Berners, book

by Sitwell, decors and costume after the brothers

Cruikshank, Tofts, Honigold and Wells.

Choreography by Georges Balanchine.  Cast list

includes Danilova, Lifar, Tchernicheva, Idzikovsky

and others.

Quarto. 9 ½ x 12" lightly soiled and worn at corners,

a few stains back cover.  Front cover  in color based

on 19th century children’s illustrations. General title

page  10 Galas des Ballets Russes. Théâtre Sarah-

Bernhardt. Xxe Saison de Serge de Diaghilew.

1927. Programs schedules  for 17 Mai through 9

Juin 1927 are included. Nice photos of Olg Spessiva,

Leonide Massine, Lydia Sokolova,  as well as

Danilova, Balanchine, ads.

$600

16
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Dryden, John. Cleomenes, the Spartan Heroe. A
Tragedy. London: For Jacob Tonson, 1692. 4to.
[16], 28, 72pp. Later green, quarter morocco.
Two running reads cropped, else a very nice
copy. First edition.  Pforzheimer 321; Wing
D2254.

The scene is Alexandria. Cassandra falls in
love with Cleomenes, and in the absence of
Ptolemy confesses her passion, to which
Cleomenes does not respond. He is thereupon
imprisoned and nearly starved. He and
Cleanthes incite the Alexandrians to revolt, but
the attempt fails, and Cleanthes and
Cleomenes kill one another.

"The additions which Dryden has made to the
real story are chiefly the scene in which the
Spartans are nearly starved, the love of
Cassandra for Cleomenes, the whole character
of Cleora, and nearly the whole of
Cleanthes" (Genest). In his preface to the play
as printed, Dryden wrote: "Mrs. Barry has in this
tragedy excelled herself, and gained a
reputation beyond any woman whom I have
ever seen in the theatre."

It is believed that the revival of Shakespeare's
Roman plays caused Dryden to write this play.
It is said that Southern wrote the last act.

$800

17
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Dryden, John. Don Sebastian, King of Portugal: A

Tragedy. London: For Jo. Hindmarsh, 1690.
4to. [16], 132 [i.e. 124], [4] p. Later red
quarter morocco. Marginal tears at bottom of
L1-3, a few other marginal tears, some
foxing,  mostly light. First edition
References: Pforzheimer 322; Wing D2262.

A tragicomedy by Dryden, produced 1689.
The play is based on the legend that King
Sebastian of Portugal survived the battle of
Alcazar. He and the princess Almeyda, with
whom he is in love, are captured by Muley
Moloch  Don Sebastian is highly regarded as
the return to Dryden’s  pre eminence  on the
stage after four year’s absence

$850

18
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Dryden, John. Love Triumphant; or, Nature will
Prevail. A Tragi-Comedy. London: For Jacob Tonson,
1694.  First edition. References: Wing D 2302;
MacDonald Dryden 93a.

4to. [10], 82, [2] p. Later  brown  half morocco. Wanting
front blank A1,  A very good copy. Dryden's last play.
The song on L1r is by rising young playwright William
Congreve.   Henry Purcell also wrote music to be
included in the play's performance. The plot of the play is
essentially that of Marriage a la Mode, which may be
stated, using Dryden's verse, as follows: "Why should a
foolish marriage vow / Which long ago was made /
Oblige us to each other now / When passion is
decayed?"Congreve, to whom Dryden "bequeathed his
dramatic mantle."

$850

19
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Duvernay, Pauline. . Nayade in the ballet La
Belle au Bois Dormant. Lithograph on heavy

paper. London? After 1833. Beaumont & Sitwell 41.

After a drawing by Edward P. Novello. Originally

printed : London: S.W. Fores, 1833.

The print depicts Duvernay en pointe in 4th position,

turned left with arms crossed over her chest, wearing

a layered gossamer dress decorated with leaf motifs,

a garland of leaves in her hair.  Image size: 9 3/4" X

12 ½" . Sheet size 14" x 18". Delicately hand

colored in silver, blues, grays, flesh colors.  Framed

under a velvet arch. Slightly worn and soiled; small

stain to lower edge;  paper browned under mat and

slightly foxed and creased; remnants of mounting

tape to verso of mount.Faint pencil notes at bottom

of image.

One of the contemporary reprints of this lithograph.

Duvernay's solo was so successful that surviving

prints of her in this ballet show her as the Naiad, not

as the Princess. She became a great favorite  with

London audiences.

Pauline Duvernay or Yolande Marie-Louise

Duvernay or Yolande Marie Louise de Varnay

(December 1812 – 2 September 1894) .  French

ballerina. Her beauty and dancing skills captivated

audiences in Paris and London, and she enjoyed

tremendous popularity. She retired in 1837, at the

height of her career.

$750

20
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Galanis; Ronsard. Amours de Marie, Les . Paris: Le
livre d'Art, 1944. No. 88 of 150 copies printed for R.
Buthaud, with his bookplate. Large quarto. (9 1/4 x 11
1/4"). Contemporary three quarter camel morocco, gilt
spine, with raised bands, bound by Simier. Open slipcase.
With 25 original etchings by the Greek artist Demetrios
Galanis who was a friend of Henri Matisse. Printed by
Madame Mau Ric Berard and Robert De Billy.

$500

21
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Gautier, Jean Baptiste. Rupture entre Lord donnant et
Miss prend, danseuse du Theatre de Londres
[Caricature]. Etching and aquatint, 14 1/2" x 11",

nicely hand-colored, on laid paper with heart and

leaf watermark. Excellent condition, with colors

delicate and bright. Tape to mat verso. Titled at top,

with legend at bottom "Milord mis, puisque vous

dansez avec un autre, marche nul, rendez mois mes

arrlrea! ..... Miss_ Ah! Milord, que vous nous

connaissez mal, nous sommes allichees, une fois la

toile levee nous ne rendons plus l'argent."

Satire: A bulky Englishman with a dog in his pocket

is addressed by a dancer, while her lover hides

behind a long mirror. This print is a generic satire

pointed toward the wealthy, middle-aged English

theater-going man who found delight in beautiful

French dancers.

The artist is identified as Jean Baptiste Gautier

(French publisher/printer and printmaker; fl. 1780

1820 ), who was known for his caricatures,

decorative fans, calendars, and portraits of notables

such as Louis XVIIII and Mme Talma. The British

Museum notes that this print was listed in the

Bibliographie de France on December 30, 1815 by

Gauthier.

$850
www.goldenlegend.com/pdfs/Gautier.pdf

Full Description:

22

Copy and paste the link into your browser if it doesn't open in three seconds.
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(Genthe, Arnold); Bonnie Maude (Actress, flourished
1910-15). [Original photograph]. Original unsigned
silverprint photograph by Genthe (ca. 1910) of the
actress, three quarter pose facing left, with left hand on
hip, right on throat. The actress wears a black, velvet
gown. Two corners chipped, else fine.

With - als from Arnold Genthe to Maude, on Genthe's 1
West 46th St. address, with envelope (postmarked
January 19, 1913). A warm letter thanking her for the
gift, discussing children, and the War.

Bonnie Maude was the daughter of American dancer
Maude Madison who danced with Loie Fuller and then
ran a school of dance instruction in New York City.. A
rare photograph by Genthe.

$850
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Gide, Andre. Theatre Complet. Neuchatel: Ides et
Calendes, 1947. First edition of his collected plays. Eight
volumes, (9" x 6.5") 4to. Original wrappers.

Fine copies. Illustrated with original lithographs in colors
by Maurice Brianchon. Plays printed include: Saul,
Philoctete, Le Process, Robert ou l'interet General,
Hamlet, plus twelve others.

Maurice Brianchon, French, (1899 - 1979) proved to be a
fine choice for the illustrations of Gide's plays because he
was a stage designer for the Paris Opera as well as being
a recognized artist. As a man of the theatre, Brianchon
could understand two of the key elements of the play,
movement and the climax of the dramatic scene. His
lithographs are shaded and colored in a way that lets one
shape blend into another suggesting stage movement.
Also, his formal composition captures the essential action
of a scene

$750
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Guarini, Battista.  Il  Pastor fido.Tragicomedia. Le
Berger fidelle. Tragicomedia del signor Cavalie Batista
Guarini. Faict en Italien & François, pour l’utilité de ceux
qui desirent apprendre les deux langues. Reneu & corigé
en ceste derniere edition. Rouen: Chez Iacques Caillove,
1648,

12mo. Contemporary vellum.  xii,  310 leaves of text.
With Italian and French on facing pages.

Il  Pastor fido  stands with Tasso’s Aminta as the
outstanding achievement of the Italian pastoral drama. It
was begun in 1569 but not published until 1590. The
popularity of Pastor Fido itself in France was  due to the
numerous  editions in Italian, in French  Le Berger
fidelle  and, as here, in bi-lingual editions that were
created  for students and others  who wished to study
refined Italian.

OCLC:  North America. UIU  only.  This is  the only
Caillove edition located in OCLC.

$850
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Guillevic, Eugène. .  Guitare. Gravures sur bois de
Gérard Blanchet. Paris: Les Bibliophiles de France
(1982). #5 of 160 for Paul Beigelman,  signed by author
and artist.

Eight original color woodcuts, of which two are double
page Unbound, as issued. Wrappers, sleeve and slipcase
10 1/4" x 13 3/4", An elegant book.
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Guillevic, Eugène. (1907-1997). Racines.
Poèmes de Guillevic. . Engraved by Robert
Blanchet.  Paris: Privately printed.  1973.
Copy #12 of 15 with a suite of signed
etchings. Entire edition 220: 10 with two
suites; 15 with one suite as this; 175 regular
and 20 hors commerce.

8vo. (6 3/4" x 9 3/4"). Unbound text
illustrated with original color engravings
signed by author and artist. in loose
signature, as issued. Plus a suite of the
engravings signed by the artist, #12 of 15
copies on Richard de Bas paper. In folder.
The two volumes in original decorated
wrappers. Open slipcase.

$500
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Hogarth,  William (British, London 1697–1764

London. Analysis of Beauty, Plate 2. Hogarth,

William (British, London 1697–1764 London).

Analysis of Beauty, Plate 2 Signature: in plate:

"Designed, Engraved, and Publish'd by Wm.

Hogarth, March 5th 1753, according to Act of

Parliament" Engraving; third state of three in which

the figure of the man seated in the chair, between the

gentleman and lady at the head of the dance, is

present. Etching and engraving. Dimensions: image

size (15 1/4 x 20 1/4")  On heavy laid paper, no

folds, so probably  issued separately from book.

Spotting to margins from mat, plate almost free from

defects, very slight browning.  Nicely framed.

"The scene is a large room or hall lighted from

above by a chandelier, and from the side by candles

placed in sconces against the wall. A balcony

appears raised above the floor on our extreme left of

the design, in this are two musicians, a violinist and

a player on a serpent, the former is a lean, weak-

looking man, who seems worn out by fatigue and

about to fall asleep, with his instrument under his

chin ; his companion, a little, jovial looking man,

suffers from heat, and has pushed back his wig; he

laughs at something in the room.” (Dobson and

Armstrong. #3226)

One of two prints issued with Hogarth's book  The

Analysis of Beauty, (1753)  This  a ballroom scene

with dancers ranging from elegant to ungainly; in

the lower left corner is a pile of tricorne hats;

forming a border around the main image are 41
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Horton, Priscilla [also known as Priscilla Reed]. Miss P.
Horton as April [Souvenir print]. Lithograph by G.E.
Madeley. London: G. Madeley, [ca. 1835]. Octagonal
lithograph on paper, nicely hand colored. 7 1/2 x 9 1/2",
window mounted on matboard. Slight soiling, 1 1/2"
closed tear on bottom margin, repaired. This print
pictures Horton in the musical opera at the Strand in 1834
called The Twelve Months probably after the text of
Gilbert Abbott a Beckett (1811-1856).

Priscilla Horton, later Priscilla German Reed (2 January
1818 – 18 March 1895), was a popular English singer
and actress, known for her role as Ariel in W. C.
Macready's production of The Tempest in 1838 and
"fairy" burlesques at Covent Garden Theatre. Later, she
was known, along with her husband, Thomas German
Reed, for creating the family-friendly German Reed
Entertainments. There, she was a mentor to W. S. Gilbert,
and her performances inspired Gilbert to create some of
his famous contralto roles.

$750
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Jacob, Max (b. Paris 1876- d. Drancy concentration camp

1944). . Dos d'Arlequin. 8vo. Orig. wrappers,

glassine. Slight fraying to glassine & spine ends.

Paris: Aux Editions du Sagittaire [Simon Kra/

Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler ], 1921. Original edition

Hors commerce copy initialed by Jacob.

Max Jacob’s influence on modern French

poetrywas profound, and his modernist lyrical

verse is still widely read. He played a decisive role

in the new directions of modern poetry during

the early part of  the 20th century. He influenced

many of his contemporaries and toward the end

of his life was  urrounded by a devoted group of

younger and older artists. He was also an

accomplished artist as could be attested to by his

friend Pablo Picasso.

Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler (1884–1979) was the

publisher of Dos d'Arlequin He was a German-

born art dealer, writer, and publisher.

Kahnweiler opened an art gallery in Paris in 1907

and in 1908   began representing Pablo Picasso,

whom he introduced to Georges Braque.

Kahnweiler was a great champion of the artists’

revolutionary experiment with Cubism and

purchased the majority of their paintings

between 1908 and 1915. Fearing the anti-German

sentiment in Paris, Kahnweiler changedthe name

of his gallery and publishing house to Simon Kra

in order to continue publishing

uninterruped
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La Chapelle, Jean de. Les Carosses d'Orleans Comedie
par le sieur D.L.C. Paris, Jean Ribou, 1681. Original
edition. Soleinne 1481.

With its depiction of persons from various backgrounds
assembled at an inn, Les Carosses d’Orleans bears a
resemblance to Moliéres les Fâcheux and Poisson’s
Après-soupé des Auberges. The author was obviously
trying to reproduce comic types that one might meet
while journeying across the country. “Its lively dialogue,
amusing succession of scenes, and picture of manners
would probably make it worth reviving even today. With
the exception of the Festin de Pierre, no other play given
for the first time at the Guénégaud before the union of the
troupes met with such long continued success”
(Lancaster)
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Limagne, E. de. La Gerbe, album mosaique par E. de
Limagne. Paris: H. Mandeville, 1859. Folio. 80pp. with
22 engravings. Bound by Lenegre in ornate green cloth,
gilt, e fFne. A lovely copy of a deluxe gift book of mid
-19th century France.

Gerbe [tr. A spray of flowers] is a deluxe gift-book,
probably done for the Holidays, which contains polite
articles and stories for each of the twelve months, each
illustrated with nice engravings, many of them engraved
in England. One of six volumes issued by Mandeville in
the series Album du monde elegante. (1854-1860). In "as
new" condition.

All titles in the series seem to be scarce. Gerbe is not in
Eureka or OCLC. Bibliotheque Nationale has a copy.

$850
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Lind, Jenny (1820-1887). Autograph note, 19 January

1849. To an unidentified recipient concerning the

end of her operatic career:  "Fraulein Lind

bedauert sehr dass sie keine weitere Engagements

fur die nachste Zeit annehmen kann."

Translation: ["Ms Lind regrets very much that

further commitments for the next year cannot be

accepted."]

At age 28, Lind was at the height of her career,

having made her triumphal debut in Vienna, in

1846, and  the following year in London,  in the

presence of Queen Victoria.  But Lind was a

deeply religious woman  who became convinced

that  operatic performances required her to act in

a secular if not a sexual manner.   In  1849, she

decided to give up operatic  roles permanently.

That is the context of this letter.
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Lissim, Simon. Simon Lissim. Preface de M. Paul Leon,
Membre de l'institut, Professeur au College de France.
Paris: Aux Editions Du Cygne, 1933. Original White
wrappers. Tear to back wrapper, else fine, with original
glassine.  Folio (9" x 11 1/4"). 112pp.; illus., 40 pl.
including many in color pochoir. With an invitation to an
Exposition for Simon Lissim at Galerie du Cygne, Paris,
ca 1925.

$600
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Martin, John. Seven Ages of Shakspeare, The. London:
John Van Voorst, 1840. With twelves  plates,  seven of
which are based on As you Like it;  another is   a
charming title page. Quarto. Original ribbed green cloth.
Gilt title on upper cover & spine. Small nick to spine
crown. A handsome copy.

Martin's essay discusses the antecedents  to Shakespeare's
Seven Ages of Man.  The illustrations are by William
Mulready, C.R. Leslie, Sir Augustus Callcott, John
Constable, Sir David Wilkie, William Collins, Alfred E.
Chalon, Abraham Cooper, Edwin Landseer and William
Hilton.  The author, John Martin, (1791-1855) lived in
Woburn Abbey. Bookplate of Woburn Abbey, 1873.

$750
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Mérimée, Prosper. Nouvelles de Mérimée. Avec des

dessins de Aranda, de Beaumont, Bramtot...Gravés

par Le Rat, Lalauze, Toussant...Preface par Jules

Lemaitre. Paris: Librairie des Bibliophiles, 1887.

Edition of 20 copies on Chine this signed by
the publisher  Damase Jouast, with his
initials.   (Entire edition 150) Tall 8vo.

Luxurious,  green polished  morocco with gilt rules,

raised bands.  By the Club Bindery dated 1900.

Seven etchings plus a lithograph of Mérimée after

Deveria by Lalauze (296pp) with original wrappers

bound in.

Damase Jouaust’s “Librairie des Bibliophiles”

series, inaugurated in 1869, featured new editions of

Classic French texts with etchings reproducing

illustrations  by François Boucher and other

eighteenth-century artists; this collection set the

standard for refined limited editions until Jouaust’s

1891 retirement.” (23-34).

Ref: Silverman, Willa Z. The New  Bibliopolis.

French book collectors and the culture of print 1880

-1914. (2013). Provenance: Robert Hoe, with
his bookplate.
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paterre, J.B. . La Danse.   Engraving by Pierre Filloeul
(1696–after 1754)  after a painting by J.B. Paterre (1695
-1736).  Paris: chez sur que graveur du Roy, 1738.

Large engraving on laid paper, with eight lines of poetry
in French, publisher's logo at bottom (19 3/4 x 15 1/2").
Large margins. Slightly soiled, two minor marginal tears,
minor tape remains verso. Very good copy.

La Danse is created in the lyrically charming and
graceful Rococo style, perhaps based on Watteau**.
The scene  pictures  eight  figures in a clearing with a
cupid upper right (seemingly not a statue) looking down
on the scene.  At left  a boy plays  a pipe while a couple
center left dances.  She holds his hand while he extends
his left arm holding a castanet.  To the right, one couple
embraces while one couple reclines watching  the
dancers. A lone woman, perhaps a sympathetic chaperon,
stands above the two couple with shawl extended.

Le Danse is engraving no. 4  from the suite Les Plaisirs
de la Jeunesse.
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Pepita de Oliva. Engraving on paper. Leipzig: Louis
Rocca, (ca. 1851). 7 x 8 1/4" (plate size) with margins. A
half length portrait picturing ballerina looking right;
ribbon in hair, three bows in vertical line down front of
bodice. Slight soiling to margins, else fine. Pepita de
Oliva was the stage name of the great Spanish dancer
Josefa Duran y Ortega, 1830-1871. Not in the any of the
usual catalogues.

$850
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Petronius Arbiter. Les regrets lamentables et tragiques
d'une dame signalee de la Ville d'Ephese sur la morte
de son Mary: et de ce qui en est arrive. Paris: Samuel
Poinsot, 1623. 8vo. Modern boards. An anonymous verse
translation of Petronius’ Milesian tale from the Satyricon:
the story of the “Widow of Ephesus,” a pious and
virtuous widow who is easily tempted into breaking vows
of denial made after the death of her husband. An early
although not the earliest  translation of this tale by
Petronius into French: (for example the 1614,
L'Ephesienne ou La Matrone d'Ephese. Mainfray, Brinon
de Beaumartin, Buchanan)

Les regrets lamentables shows the conflict between
a growing secularism in France that was in direct conflict
with the staid Catholicism of the time with readings  like
the passage below:

“Cette pudique Dame, ayant fait bonne chere, De Vin et
de viande, ayant le ventre plein, Sent d'amour en son
coeur, les esguillons soudain. (La panse est de Venus
fidelle conseillere) Le soldat la caresse, et mignarde à
plaisir, Puis la baise, l'embrasse, accomplit son désir."
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Robineau de Beaunoir, Abbe. La Philosophe, Anti-
Drame. Paris: Duchesne, 1775. 8vo. Disbound. Fine
copy. 72pp., uncut with half title. Soleinne (2250).
Original edition. Cioranescu 18.53528.

In his Avertissement, the author defines an anti-drame as
something between a comedie and drama, slightly like a
"parade." It is one of a small group of plays, Wade
counts 19 in all, that in the last half of the eighteenth
century, depicted the "philosophe" of middle-class life.

$500
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Rowland Jr., Benjamin. The Wall-Paintings of India,
Central Asia and Ceylon [Coomaraswamy, Ananda
K.- Introductory essay]. The Merrymount Press,
Boston, 1938. Copy #2 of 500 copies, this signed by
Rowlands and Coomaraswamy inscribed to F.B.V (F.
Bailey Vanderhoef Jr.). Vanderhoef printed the color
plates.

Folio, 94pp. text and 30 loose color plates, plus map on
inside front flap of folder and printed in sepia.
Reproduces photographs of wall paintings of India and of
the regions immediately beyond her boundaries -
Afghanistan, Ceylon and Central Asia. The pictures
extend over the period from the third to the fourteenth
century A.D. Text printed by D.B. Updike. The color
plates are beautifully printed. Fine copy.

$750
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Saint-Pierre, Bernardin de (1737-1814); Pastor, Juan
Francisco [translator and adaptor]. Pablo y Virginia

drama pastoral en tres actos. [Madrid]: Libreria de

Quiroga, (ca. 1800). The first dramatic version in

Spain of the novel Paul et Virginie (1787) by Saint-

Pierre. Quarto. Unbound, uncut, stitched as

issued.40pp. Slight soiling. Cloth folding protective

box. This is the first dramatic version in Spain of the

novel Paul et Virginie (1787) by Saint-Pierre.

In the original picturesque and romantic novel, two

fatherless children are brought up in innocence and

poverty, far from society on lle de France

(Mauritius). Virginie dies in a shipwreck, refusing to

disrobe as this would require her to swim naked in

the presence of a sailor who could rescue her.

In Pastor's dramatized version, (three acts, verse)

there is a happy ending in keeping with the demands

of the contemporary Madrid theatre audiences.  To

the modern historian the anti-slavery theme is still

important to examine in the original novel and in our

dramatized Pastor version. In this drama the

character of the negro Zavi laments "...tristemente

nos condena á la esclavitud," (I, ii). This and other

passages clearly articulates the weight of slavery on

his shoulders.
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Shanh, Ben. (Artist. 1899-1969). Martha Graham

[poster]. Poster of Martha Graham (1963). Single

sheet, photo-lithograph printed in green, grey and

black. 21" x 30 3/4", nicely framed. For a 1963

exhibition of photographs of Martha Graham and her

company at the USIS Gallery, American Embassy,

London. The poster has letterpress at bottom noting

that Graham and her company will appear at the

Edinburgh Festival August 26-31, 1963.

This copy inscribed by Graham “With best
wishes from a dancer to dancers/ Martha
Graham” (Signature faded but readable).

The artist:  Benjamin Shahn September 12, 1898

Kaunas, Russian Empire (present-day Lithuania)

Died March 14, 1969 (aged 70) New York City,

New York,  Ben Shahn’s social-realist vision

informed his approach to art.  Shahn’s examination

of the status quo inspired his creative process.

Although he often explored polemic themes of

modern urban life, organized labor, immigration and

injustice, he did so while maintaining a

compassionate tone. Shahn identified himself as a

communicative artist. He challenged the esoteric

pretensions of art, which he believed disconnect

artists and their work from the public.[ As an

alternative, he proposed an intimate and mutually

beneficial relationship between artist and audience.

Most copies of this rare poster were printed for the

American market without letterpress announcement

of the USIS show.

$800
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Sutherland, Joan. Designs for a Prima Donna. New
South Wales, Australia: Craftsman Press, 1985. Limited
edition of 500 copies signed by Sutherland and her
husband, Richard Bonynge. Large folio (12.5 x 15.5").
197pp. Fully illustrated with 63 tipped-in color plates.
Original cloth, decorative folding cloth box. Mint copy.

This work reproduces 63 of the original designs in full
color of the costumes Sutherland wore in her most
famous roles, including Alcina, Norma, Lakme, and
Lucia di Lammermoor. The designers represented
include Oliver Messel, Franco Zeffirelli, Jose Varona,
and many others. The work also retells Sutherland’s
anecdotes of her travels around the world and of her
famous performances.

$850
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(Tielemans, E. H. Illustrator). Six Boix Graves par E. H.
Tielemans. Six Poemes Composes par P. Poirier.
Bruxelles: Biblion, 1921. Copy number 10 of 10 on
Japon, signed by Teilemans (entire edition 126).
Oblong 4to. Original wrappers, hand-made Japon paper.
Wrappers, slightly soiled, else fine. Printed by the presses
of J.-Goossens, 1921.

This is a rare example of the art-deco book in Belgium.
The poetry and woodcuts are primarily on fashionable
themes: Parfums, Le Collier, Jeunesse. The angular,
black and white wood-engravings echo French art-deco
styles. The artist, Emile Henry Tielemans, was a painter,
engraver on wood, and jeweler, born in Louvain, 1886.

$750
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Tomlinson, H.M. The sea and the jungle. 1930. First
ed., limited ed. Signed by Tomlinson, beautifully bound
in half green morocco with inlaid seaside scene in colors
and gilt. Unidentified but skilled binder, probably
Floridian.

$750
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Valéry , Paul. La Pythie . Valéry , Paul.  La

Pythie in Les Écrits Nouveaux, Vol II, Février,

1919, #14. Paris: Émile-Paul 1919.  Pages 5-16 of

124p. 8vo. Contemporary marbled board, cloth

spine, morocco label, 124p original wrappers bound

in. La Pythie first appears here.  Other writings

appear by André Suarés, Jean Giradoux,  P.-J.

Toulet, etc.

La Pythie is a poem by Valéry that  shows “a dark

picture with one narrow margin of luminosity.”

Written in 1918 in a dangerous  period of the war in

which Paris was being shelled, the poem is  taken

from legends relating to the oracular temple of

Apollo at Delphi, earlier  named  Pytho.  Also the

poem is named for  the prophetess Pythia. The bulk

of the poem is taken up with her lamentations at her

servitude. (Chisolm (pp21-28).

Bound in is an als (1937) written  by the bookseller

George Blaizot  to the collector  Andre Schuck

about the different  manuscripts of  Valéry  poem.

Following  Blaizot’s letter  is  a manuscript  of

Valéry’s  poem  (1p, 8 stanzas) copied out by

Blaizot from an unlocated manuscript.   The copy

bears  variants  of  the stanzas  published in Les

Écrits Nouveau. (The poem as published in Les

Écrits Nouveau has 22 stanzas).  The copy is then

annotated by Blaizot  in pencil  to reflect the

annotations that Valéry made  in the stanzas.
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Valéry, Paul.  L’Ame et La Danse.

Valéry, Paul. L’Ame et La Danse. Paris: Javal
and Bourdeaux,  1926. One  of 300 copies on
Arches, #248  inscribed by Valery to Mrs M. H.
Goujon.   with a suite in black on velin.  Quarto.
Original white printed wrappers. Illustrated by
Edouard Leon. Fine copy. This is a
presentation copy,  one of the few inscribed
by Valery.

A lovely edition of Valery’s graceful  prose.
First published in 1925.  Written in Socratic
form, L’Ame et La Danse  is a dialogue  on
dancing arguably  the supreme expression of
movement.  This essay provoked much thought
and praise in the dancing world.  It is here
presented in a finely illustrated edition after
copper plate engravings by Léon, printed in
color by Porcabeuf and Le Blanc and
Trautmann.
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Verdy du Vernois, Adrien Marie Francois de (1738
-1814).  Recherches sur les carrousels anciens et
modernes .  Suivies d'un Projet de jeux équestres à
l'imitation des tournoys de l'ancienne chevalerie. Dans
lequel, on démontre l'utilité que la noblesse retireroit du
rétablissement de ces jeux, autrefois l'école de l'adresse et
de la valeur.

(Paris?: Cassel)1784  8vo. 19th century vellum.  ii], [iv],
[3]-155, [1] blank. Collation [], *2, A-J8, K6 [K1 on
stub]. Very clean copy, occasional slight foxing.
Ornaments in text.

After discussing the Roman circuses, and  Chevalerie in
the middle ages, the tournament itself is discussed (pp37
-107) in its forms and participants (including the
placement of the audience).  Following this, the text
analyzes the  modern reintroduction of these types of
games (pp108-155).

Barbier 21795; Brunet IV 15991; Querard X p.107;
OCLC: North America:  Society of the Cincinnati,
Virginia, Metropolitian Museum(?)

$800
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 Walker, Anne, Artist.  Dickinson, Emily, . The Good
Will of a Flower. Paris, 1994. Unique artist book copy 1
of 1. (4 1/2 x 5 1/2"). Gouache, pastel, ink. Patterned
wood boards with onlaid painted cloth strip. Unfolds to
36". Clamshell case with paper label.

Anne Walker describes her books as "Folded paintings."
These books are designed as continuous accordion-like
scrolls, each individual page has its own composition, but
is integrated into the "folded painting" in a progression
that slowly changes colors and moods. Most of her books
involve poetry by what Walker calls her "living and
phantom collaborators."

$850
http://www.abaa.org/books/283485153.html

Full Description:
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Wright, Thomas. Womankind in all ages of Western
Europe from Earliest Times to the Seventeenth
Century. London: Groombridge & Sons, 1869. 4to (6
1/2 x 8 1/4"). Red morocco blocked in gold, by Sotheran,
with Anglo Saxon design on both covers. Gilt edges.
340pp. Fine copy. With decorative title page in color plus
10 chromolithographed plates based on scenes from
paintings and tapestries. Illustrated throughout as well in
black and white. Tracing the history of Womankind in
Western Europe, the author describes the condition,
character, and manners of women throughout various
revolutions of Western society. Beautifully bound.

$750
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